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Full-text searchable databases of scholarly and scientific
publications from the Middle East, Africa, & Asia

An essential resource for students of Political
Science, Arabic and Middle East Studies
Al Manhal’s Middle East Strategic Studies Online (MESSO)
is the most comprehensive source for research, intelligence
and analysis in Middle East affairs. Truly unparalleled in size
and scope, this database includes a wide range of recent
publications in Arabic, English, and Turkish.

Enrich your Middle East Studies courses and research with MESSO
When your campus library offers access to MESSO, your students have access to working papers, research
reports, essays, policy briefs, newspaper articles, case studies and conference proceedings from the leading
think tanks and research institutes across the Middle East. Easy to navigate and expertly curated, MESSO’s
respected content is focused on political, and socio-economic issues across the region.

The growing list of almost 15,000 publications examines:
Arab-Israeli affairs
Legislative issues and governmental working from across the middle east
Social issues such as education, healthcare, immigration, refugees, and asylum
Wars, treatises, and diplomacy
Military, defense, and security
Terrorism and issues of internal security

These resources are otherwise difficult for researchers to locate.
Al Manhal simplifies the search!

Cutting-Edge Technology
Our unique multi-lingual platform improves every user’s productivity & the quality of their research.
Full-text search
Downloadability
Contextual linking, highlighting & annotating
Personal bookshelves
Unlimited simultaneous access
Usage statistics dashboard

Authoritative Content
Our librarians carefully curate all of MESSO’s content, giving
libraries the highest quality products & services.
100% copyright protected
Authenticity of content
Peer-reviewed standards
Library of Congress classification standards
Content indexed by leading discovery services
Updated frequently. New content included with your license.

Easy for Your Campus Library to Adopt
Automatic citations with ENDNOTE, RefWorks and Citavi
COUNTER and SUSHI compliant usage reports
IP range, remote access, proxy, Athens and Shibboleth authentication methods

Al Manhal: helping educational
institutions worldwide strengthen,
evolve, & transform their service
offerings

Al Manhal enables university, government, corporate, school
and public library users to efficiently discover and access
thousands of eBooks, eJournals, eTheses, intelligence
reports, and conference proceedings from the Middle East,
Africa, and Asia’s leading publishers and research institutes.
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